JAYPRO SPORTS
WHEEL KIT ADAPTER
SGP-760WK
LIST OF MATERIALS
PIECE NO.
1
2

PART NO.
SGPWK1
HN261

DESCRIPTION
Wheel Assembly
Lock Nut 5/16”-18

QTY.
4
8

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS AND USE CONSIDERATIONS
This wheel kit is intended to be used to adapt the official portable aluminum
soccer goal (Jaypro model no. SGP-760 and SGP-400, also the following can adapt the
wheel kit with drilling CSG series, RDCSG series, SGP-3000 and the SGP-3500) into
roll-a-way soccer goal. This wheel kit may not adapt to soccer goals supplied by
manufacturers other than Jaypro. Read all instructions carefully.
1) Locate the “t-fitting” on the rear frame that joins the backstay, backstay
connector, and the rear ground-level crossbar. Unfasten and remove the two bolts
used to join the backstay connector to the backstay. Slide this assembly further to
the rear of the goal and re-assemble.
2) Position the wheel assembly (1) over and onto the joint and fasten firmly in place
in the existing holes, using the locknuts 5/16”-18 (2) provided. Note: when in
“closed” position, the wheel should be located toward the front of the goal. For
goals where the drilling is required the following is where the holes need to be
located for “409” series 43” and 37.5” from goal face, “618” series 44” and 38.5”,
“721” series 66” and 60.5”and the “824” series 82” and 76.5”. Holes should be
drilled at 3/8”.
3) When transporting the goal, position one person at each upright, lift the face of
the goal and push the goal backwards. For best results, work both sides in unison
and avoid rough or muddy terrain.
4) When the goal is properly in position, set the uprights down onto the playing
surface. Lift the rear frame (approx. 4”), pull the pin to release the hinged wheel
bar and flip the wheel to the “opened” position. Rest the rear frame on the
playing surface.
5) The wheels supplied with this unit are pneumatic and should be maintained at an
inflated pressure of 30 psi.

